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Serving Fresh Seafood from our Restaurants and Fish Markets in Singapore

“It all started with one fish.”

-David Lee

A family-run brand with seafood restaurants and fresh fish markets serving fresh seafood in Singapore, we stay true to our humble beginnings of offering value to the table and strive to be the go-to destination to satiate your seafood cravings.
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We love seafood.
There's something so incredibly satisfying about eating seafood - the complex, rich umami that graces the tongue after cracking through claws and shells is irreplaceable. Our love for seafood culminated into a mission to be a seafood supplier and online store that brings quality seafood to the table, from all-time favourites to rare varieties that you don't see every day in Singapore. Seafood is best enjoyed fresh and that's the only way we'll serve it.
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We're more than a fish market.
We keep our seafood beds chock full of fresh catches so that you’ll never run out of options. From giant halibuts to the elusive monkfish, you can come to us when you can’t find what you want at your local fish market in Singapore. These products are available for purchase at our wholesale seafood market or as dine-in orders in our restaurant. Better yet, let us go to you! Browse through our online catalogue and leverage our islandwide delivery services to have some fresh seafoods delivered right to your door in Singapore.
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We're a restaurant.
A seafood connoisseur through and through, we wish to give you a taste of the magic that is fresh 
seafood combined with top-tier culinary craftsmanship. Savour refined Western, Asian and Japanese
Cuisine with the same fresh seafood that you know and love. Top it off with crisp wine, a beautiful
view of the sea surrounding Singapore and your seafood dining experience is made. Come on in and
let us take you on an unforgettable seafood gastronomic adventure!
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We're a family.
We're passionate about fishing, soaking up some good old sea
breeze and also, travelling to source for even more seafood.
As the saying goes, 'we are all on a seafood diet,
we see food and we eat it!'






		

	





Serving Fresh Seafood from our Restaurants and Fish Markets in Singapore

	Reserve a Table


	24 Apr: Riesling Week Wine Dinner [Owner's Select]


	
		
			”It all started with one fish.”

– David Lee


		

	







	
		
			A family-run brand with seafood restaurants and fresh fish markets serving fresh seafood in Singapore, we stay true to our humble beginnings of offering value to the table and strive to be the go-to destination to satiate your seafood cravings.

 


		

	










WE LOVE SEAFOOD

	
		
			There’s something so incredibly satisfying about eating seafood – the complex, rich umami that graces the tongue after cracking through claws and shells is irreplaceable. Our love for seafood culminated into a mission to be a seafood supplier and online store that brings quality seafood to the table, from all-time favourites to rare varieties that you don’t see every day in Singapore. Seafood is best enjoyed fresh and that’s the only way we’ll serve it.

 


		

	










WE'RE MORE THAN A FISH MARKET.

	
		
			We keep our seafood beds chock full of fresh catches so that you’ll never run out of options. From giant halibuts to the elusive monkfish, you can come to us when you can’t find what you want at your local fish market in Singapore. These products are available for purchase at our wholesale seafood market or as dine-in orders in our restaurant. Better yet, let us go to you! Browse through our online seafood catalogue and leverage our islandwide delivery services to have some fresh seafoods delivered right to your door in Singapore.

 


		

	










WE'RE A RESTAURANT 

	
		
			A seafood connoisseur through and through, we wish to give you a taste of the magic that is fresh seafood combined with top-tier culinary craftsmanship. Savour refined Western, Asian and Japanese Cuisine with the same fresh seafood that you know and love. Top it off with crisp wine, a beautiful view of the sea surrounding Singapore and your seafood dining experience is made. Come on in and let us take you on an unforgettable seafood gastronomic adventure!

 


		

	










WE’RE A FAMILY

	
		
			We’re passionate about fishing, soaking up some good old sea breeze and also, travelling to source for even more seafood. As the saying goes, ‘we are all on a seafood diet, we see food and we eat it!’




		

	












FAQs: Fresh Seafood at Greenwood Fish Market in Singapore
1. What can I expect from a seafood market in Singapore?


	
		
			There are several types – wet markets, supermarkets and direct retailers such as Greenwood Fish Market with the main bulk of products sold being fresh fishes and other seafood. The unique thing about us is that we directly import these catches from our global network of suppliers. Plus,, we not only retail fresh catches from the sea which you can purchase online; you can also dine in at our restaurants around Singapore or even, enjoy private seaside dining experiences.


		

	



2. Where do I go to buy fresh seafood in Singapore?


	
		
			At Greenwood Fish Market, we have plenty of fresh catches that are ready for you to satisfy your seafood cravings.  From freshwater fishes to oysters, clams to prawns, you’ll be able to find a wide selection of fresh seafood at value-for-money prices. Either visit one of our outlets located islandwide, or purchase online and get your order shipped anywhere in Singapore from the next working day.


		

	



3. Is buying fresh fish from a seafood supplier cheaper in Singapore?


	
		
			For the most part, buying fresh seafood from a supplier in Singapore is usually cheaper than from a reseller. However, seasonal products can sometimes be priced a little higher due to the infrequent supply. That said, Greenwood Fish Market offers one of the most comprehensive range of seafood, and due to our independent supply, you can expect a uniquely extensive range at competitive prices too.


		

	



4. Will my order still be fresh if I opt for delivery?


	
		
			Every order at Greenwood Fish Market is handled with care and packaged well to keep both frozen and fresh seafood well protected. As we offer next day delivery and items are freshly packed prior to being sent out, you can expect your online order to be as fresh as if you purchased them in person. Alternatively, you can also visit our outlets in Singapore for walk-in purchases (PS: Make sure you store your seafood properly after they arrive!).
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				DISCLAIMER



			
JOIN GFM’S INNER CIRCLE

  Be in the know of our upcoming events and freshest seafood.
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Upcoming Event: Wine Dinner




GFM is excited to participate in Riesling Week with a 5-course wine dinner featuring premium 4 German rieslings from our owner’s select VDP-awarded winery, Lanius-Knab.

 

Date: Wed, 24 April

Time: 7pm

Venue: @Quayside Isle

Ticket: $168++/pax





 





Learn More




							

						  

























